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BACKGROUND: The Sand County Foundation is seeking a grant of $320,000 in support of a project on

energy development and endangered species.

From 1997 until last year the Foundation maintained an annual grant relationship with the Sand County

Foundation. Bradley’s support enabled Sand County to launch and administer the Bradley Fund for the

Environment. The Fund awarded funding support to organizations promoting social, science-based

environmental programs. Its collaborative work with Bradley through the years was grounded in the

''Land Ethic" of Aldo Leopold. That is, Sand County’s programmatic effects and funding support were

devoted to advancing solutions to significant environmental policy issues which relied on private initiative

rather than government intervention. Specifically, the Bradley Fund for the Environment supported

research and public education projects opposing regulation and in favor of private ownership and

management.

Sand County proposes to undertake a project challenging extreme environmental groups attempting to

use the Endangered Species Act (ESA) to override private property rights and halt economic activity on

both public and private land. In many cases these groups, using the Act, have damaged the livelihoods

of farm, ranch, and forestry families. Its proposed, the "Sagebrush Initiative" will challenge the current

effort of radical environmentalists to use the ESA as it regards the sage-grouse (chicken-sized prairie

bird) to constrain and/or restrict thousands of sites on private and public energy-rich US lands in the

West. That is, as Sandy County has discovered, in the name of protecting the sage-grouse from

extinction, further development and transportation of gas, oil, and coal would be placed in jeopardy.

The Sand County Foundation with its initiative plans on countering a possible court-ordered endangered

species listing for the sage grouse. In doing so Sand County seeks to enable increased energy

availability across the sagebrush lands in eleven western states. The project consists of the following

pieces: develop partnerships with private landholder groups and leading public and private policy makers

who support energy development; hold two symposia featuring prominent private landholders who will

provide real life examples of habitat enhancement through energy development; a communication plan

targeted to influential audiences presenting science and strong on-the-land examples of how private

landholders across the eleven states are crucial for access to energy suppliers.

A grant of $320,000 is requested.

BUDGET INFORMATION: Total expenses for the Sand County Foundation in 2012 were $2,543,729.

The 18 months "Energy Resource Development in the Western States (“Sagebrush Initiative") is

$320,000 of that amount $1 1 0,000 will cover personnel, $68,000 consultants, $60,000 conferences and

meetings, $44,500 operations, supplies, and administration, and $37,500 travel.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION: For decades radical environmental groups and individuals within federal

land agencies have been seeking to list the sage-grouse on the endangered species list. In doing so,

these groups and individuals have not been seeking to recover a declining species. Rather, these groups

and individuals have been seeking to use the Endangered Species Act in the courts to curtail economic

activities related to energy development through the use of fracking in the western part of the United

States.

When a species is listed under ESA as threatened or endangered, it prohibits anyone from undertaking

any activity that might harm those species or their habitats. This effectively prohibits any industrial or

agricultural activities including important energy production within range of that listed species. There is a

strong likelihood that the courts may order that the bird be added to the endangered list in 2015.

Sand County’s public education and publicity campaign against strong likelihood of a federal court

ordering a listing of the sage-grouse under ESA is designed to reduce that likelihood.

A grant of $100,000 is recommended.


